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This year, we celebrate 40 great years
in the Aussie Frame & Truss industry.
We’ve had a particularly big start to
the year…

family on stage, and a special mention
was made of his son Jordan, who is greatly
missed by everyone. Jim was Multinail’s
first customer – read his story on page
14-15.
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FTMA Conference – March 25, 26th

This year was the biggest turn out yet,
with 220 attendees. It was a fantastic
conference…great to catch up with
everyone. Yes, the decision to dress
Multinail staff in togas was mine.
Was everyone impressed with my idea…
not entirely, but it added some fun.
See page 22-23 for the event photos.
Jim Cheney – Clive Martella
Service to Industry Award
In a moving tribute to one of the greats
of the Frame & Truss industry, Jim was
presented the Clive Martella Service to
Industry Award. He was joined by his
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Recovery at Multinail Cutting Show
With a big BBQ fry up to ease post
conference dinner heads, we kicked off
our Recovery Cutting Show. Almost 90
Fabricators attended. We showcased the
PieceMaker, Tornado and the latest in saw
technology.

our fabricators are in a strong position to
take advantage of the latest technology
developments.
Staff profile – Jamie-Lee Davey
Our staff is central to our success and we
treat them all like one big extended family.
Jamie-Lee has worked as our Production
Supervisor for 10 years and is the second
generation Davey to work at Multinail. We
might be in a male dominated industry, but
we have many female employees on staff
and that diversity really contributes to our
success.

Ongoing commitment to R & D

40 years young!

Attendees of our Cutting Show also got
a glimpse at Multinail’s latest R & D
project – showcasing their latest concept
in truss producing technology. While
still conceptual, it shows our ongoing
commitment to research and development.
We invest significantly in R & D to ensure

Trent Taylor

Waaaay back when I was still in nappies,
Multinail was formed in November, 1979.
This year marks 40 years serving the
Australian Frame and Truss industry. We’ve
loved every moment – here’s to the next 40!
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Showcasing
the latest in
automation
and cutting
technology
Recovery Cutting Show,
March 2019

The PieceMaker in action….
360 cuts in an hour.

Multinail has a reputation for designing
and manufacturing machines that are
safer, increase output, deskill and reduce
labour, all backed up by responsive,
local service and support. Giving our
Fabricators a productivity edge is why we
invest significantly in R & D and the latest
technology.
On March 27, we hosted the Recovery
Cutting Show. We were proud to showcase
the latest in our automation and cutting
technology to almost 90 Fabricators from
around Australia.
Some of our bestselling saws were
showcased, including the PieceMaker,
Tornado, Sprint M600, MitreSaw and
SuperSaw. Our latest R & D concept was
also revealed.
What you can expect from
Multinail saws:
•

Streamlined automation

•

Increased productivity

•

Precision cutting

•

Speed, power

•

Simplicity of design, ease of operation

•

Focus on safety – enclosed saws

•

Job & timber optimisation

•	Customised layout and configuration
•	Responsive, local service and support
– we keep your factory running
•	Designed and built for the Australian
market
4
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The impressive cutting action of
the PieceMaker on the big screen.

Spida’s Sprint M600…
the name says it all.

PieceMaker – Smokin’!
There has been incredible demand for this
machine, and it’s obvious why. Users are
reporting incredible figures coming out of
our top end automated linear saw.
To prove the power, accuracy and speed
of this machine, we set up a job on
Cornerstone 2. With some big screens

“The PieceMaker has
effectively halved the
time it takes to produce
the job. What would
normally take a guy
½ day to prepare and
cut is now done in a
couple of hours.”
Errol Olive,
Cutting Supervisor,
TrussCorp.

showcasing the detailing and the cutting
action of the enclosed blade, attendees
watched as the PieceMaker completed the
entire job (360 cuts) in just under one hour.

It’s the Tornado’s turn!

All cuts, including birdsmouths and mitres,
are done on the PieceMaker, and as
most of the process is automated, just 2
operators were needed to feed the saw
and put the pieces onto racks.

Peter Taylor discusses the latest
in automation with Fabricators.

Go to: www.multinail.com.au/piecemaker

•

Fully enclosed for safety

Available: Now

•

4 axis

•

24” Industrial flat touch screen

Spida Tornado M450

•

Custom designed software

•

Automated infeed

•	Two hand control for maximum
operator safety

Designed to replace 2 automated radial
arm saws in terms of performance and
ability, the Tornado has the added
advantage of printing for member
identification. Increasing productivity in
its simplest form, the Tornado enables the
Truss Plant to cut faster with amazingly
consistent accuracy, marking components
as it goes, ready for the Frame Line.

•

Waste conveyed out back of saw

•

24” Industrial Touch Screen

•

Central console for operator controls

On the day, we showcased the speed of
the Tornado by running a programmed job
of chords and webs, which was displayed
on the 24” touch screen.

•	Small components deposited front
draw
Available: July (in square cut only versions).

Spida’s Sprint M600…
the name says it all
With a smaller footprint, the Sprint M600
optimises, cuts and marks framing

components. Handling raking and angle
components down to 20°, the Sprint M600
also marks plates on the fly and cuts
waste into block sizes to reduce handling.

•	Lift up guard with clamps –
locks out blade lift when up
•	Clear bench space when top guard
is raised
•	Easy access blade cavity for blade
changes
•	Braked saw motor
Available: Now

Positioning our Fabricators
at the forefront of
technology
Attendees also got a glimpse at Multinail’s
latest R & D project – showcasing
our latest concept in truss producing
technology.
While still conceptual, it shows the ongoing
commitment to research and development
undertaken by Multinail.
Multinail’s aim in its machinery division
has always been to invest heavily in R & D
to ensure their fabricators are in a strong
position to take advantage of the latest
technology developments.
For more information, speak to your BDM
or call us on (07) 3297 3250.
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40 YEARS

and still going
strong

Flat Brace

AS1684
Identification
Our Tension Brace sold in rolls now includes
easy identification. This product is supplied
by Multinail and complies to AS1684.

No guess work for certifiers, builders or
truss and frame plant owners.

In November, 1979, Peter and Sonja Taylor
founded Multinail. Forty years later, Multinail is still
a proud, family owned business. It’s not a small

This certified engineered building
product, complies with the AS1684
and NCC to Australian standards.

feat not just surviving, but thriving in a niche
market when your competitors are large,
multinationals. Our fantastic staff underpin our
success as they are smart, passionate about the
industry and vested in the success of our
Fabricators. The partnerships we form with our
customers drive everything we do.
So how is it we’re still here

going strong after 40 years?

Because we offer something unique:
Personalised, responsive ‘boots on the ground’

service and support; driven by a family,
not corporate ethos.

Local 100% Australian, being self-sufficient,
local design, manufacture and supply.

Progressive - improve production,

efficiency and profitability for our Fabricators
by pushing boundaries and being on the
cutting edge of all technology.
Oh, and the fact we treat all our staff and
customers like a big extended family.
Makes a big difference.

Here’s to the next 40 years!
6
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Cornerstone
2: update
Speed of input.
Flexibility on the canvas
We recently brought all our Technical
Training Officers together for a 2-day
training session on Cornerstone 2. By the
afternoon of the second day, everyone
was up and running with the new software.
Even the couple of new TSOs were
detailing quite complicated roofs
on the second day.
Cornerstone 2 is a productivity tool.
As one of our Detailers said, Multinail
software is used to pay, not play.

Here’s what you can look
forward to in comparison to
Cornerstone 1:
•

Completely new roof layout module

•	Detail complex roofs 50%
faster than CS1
•	Layout 90% of roofs with
automated tools
•	Increased power and flexibility
in design

8
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•

Simplified input

•

Easier to learn
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“We did our floor at our
head office in 20 minutes,
compared to three or four
days for the traditional build.
That’s the real benefit of
using the cassette system.”
Matthew Smith,
General Manager Engineering,
Multinail.

Safe lifting for floor cassettes
by Donyale Harrison

When Pine Design received an order for
oversized floor cassettes, they turned
to their trusted partner, Multinail, for
support in delivering a top-quality
product.

very proactive in their thinking. They saw
that initial lot of cassettes we did with them
as a success and when I asked if they
would be keen on giving it another go,
they said, ‘Yeah, definitely.’”

Urban renewal these days comes with a
raft of conditions. People want sustainable
buildings, that are well made, but they
also want fast completion, so their suburb
isn’t a work site for years. It’s a seemingly
contradictory set of challenges that is
being met thanks to new construction
methods, driven by clever builders and
innovative frame and truss fabricators
around the country.

Fast-forward some 14 months and Qattro
is currently building a first-stage set of
62 two- and three-storey townhouses
as part of South Australia’s Glenside
Development, a $300 million urban
renewal project on a 16.5-hectare site just
two kilometres from Adelaide’s CBD.

Back in 2017, Pine Design, an Adelaidebased truss and timber company,
partnered with local building specialists
Qattro to deliver a series of floor cassettes
for an apartment project.
Ryan Mansell, general manager at Pine
Designs, says it was a positive experience
all round: “We’ve got a really good
relationship with this builder and they’re

10
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limitations within our yard and then having
stairwells in there lessened the units’
rigidity.”
Although the team felt comfortable
designing the cassettes using their
Multinail software, when it came to
moving them, they went to the supplier’s
engineering team for help.

“They came back to us,” says Mansell,
“And they said, ‘Could it work in this
situation with these townhouses?’”

Mansell says, “Matthew Smith and the
engineering team from Multinail helped us
design the lifting beams effectively, plus
the whole mechanism to help us lift them
in our yard and on site. It’s something we
probably could have had a go at, but we’re
not engineers, they are.”

Out of the 62, they selected a set of
12 three-storey townhouses to trial the
method on.

The resulting collaboration is an ongoing
exemplar of successful and supportive
business partnership.

“The biggest cassettes were 9.3m by
about 4.7 and the configuration was
quite difficult,” says Mansell.
“Being that size meant there were

Lifting the bar
Matthew Smith, better known as Matt, is
general manager engineering at Multinail.
Back in early 2017, when the company
was constructing their new two-storey

head office in Stapylton, they made strong
use of timber cassettes, and ran an open
day for clients to showcase the new
technique.
“We brought the teams from Pine Design
and Qattro over to have a look at it,” says
Smith, “how it was built and constructed.
So they saw the cassettes in use there and
they were able to use the same idea for
their projects.”
And it wasn’t just done for a showpiece,
as Smith says, “We did our floor at our
head office in 20 minutes, compared
to three or four days for the traditional
build. That’s the real benefit of using the
cassette system.”
What made this Adelaide project special
was the size of the cassettes.
“Normally you’d make cassettes about

3.5m wide for ease of transport,” says
Smith. “But Ryan’s were 4.7m wide, which
meant he had problems to solve with lifting
and moving. But because they could do
it all in one cassette, it makes things so
much quicker and easier for everyone on
site. You just pick it up from the back of
the truck and place it on your already-built
walls and your floor is done.”
Made using traditional sawn timber
and Multinail’s SpanJoist timber web
floor trusses (SteelWood joists are
also available), the cassettes are fully
prefabricated offsite to fit the precise
dimensions (and intrusions) required,
with cavities for wiring, ducting and other
services included.
The earlier Pine/Qattro project had used
cassettes that were 6m by just under 3.5m.
As Mansell says, “We limited the width
on the apartment cassettes for transport

reasons, so we didn’t need any transport
escort on that job. After that, the builder
said ‘Look, for the next one, let’s see if we
can get them bigger.’
“So, this time we decided to use escort
pilots for the front and back of the truck
and went as wide as we needed to, which
is the width of the townhouse: 4.7m. The
longest one that we were comfortable
to build and transport at this stage was
9.3m long, and at that size we’d hit the
limits of what we were confident about
manoeuvring.”
Enter the Multinail team. Smith advised on
lifting beans and screws for attachment, as
well as giving expert feedback on the Pine
Design team’s plans.
This is an excerpt only from Timber
Trader, April. To read the full article,
go to Multinail.com.au/pinedesign
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Temporary
support the
girder truss
during the
installation
could save
future problems
When carpenters start a truss installation
job, it is a common practice that they
locate the girder truss positions first and
load the carried trusses on so that the
carried trusses get supported. We all know
that girder trusses normally use bigger size
and higher grade timber and are stronger
than standard trusses, however, the
carpenter doesn’t really know how strong
they are, or the limitations of achieving
their full capacities.
This Girder Truss in spanning around 15m
and carrying 8m span trusses, it is a triple
truss, it is tall and appears to be a strong
truss. But just look at the photo of the top
chord buckling and you will realised that,
the word strong has its limitations.
Advanced software packages not only
make trusses more accurate and cost
effective designs but also kick in a lot of
design assumptions and limitations such
as truss to be installed straight and plumb,
truss to be fully restrained at top chord
and bottom chord and so on. Once all
those design assumptions and limitations
are achieved, the designed trusses will be
performed to their full potential and will be
fit for the purposes.
But during installation, when some of the
design assumptions cannot be achieved,
like not being restrained by roof battens
and bracings, what can we do? There
is always something that we can do to
prevent situations from getting worse. We
can temporally prop the girder trusses
or supported trusses at the load point to
relieve the load off the girder, see picture
below. When there is no load or less load
applied, less stress will be on the girder
trusses and of course less chances to have
buckled, rotated, and out of plumb issues.

12
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Ensure Girders Propped
Ensure all Girder intersect points and large spans to be
propped prior to roof battening and truss chord bracing
are fully installed and the roof fully loaded.
Finally, please always keep in mind the installation tolerances from Australia
standard AS 4440- Installation of nailplated timber roof trusses, during truss
installation.
Contact Multinail Engineering for any questions and uncertainties as we see
these cases regularly.
Got questions?
Call one of our team on 07 3297 3272.

Prop here

Girder Truss

Prop here
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Jim
Cheney
Presented with the
Clive Martella Service
to Industry Award,
FTMA Conference
March 2019

In a moving moment, around 220 attendees
of the FTMA conference dinner at Royal
Pines gave Jim Cheney a standing ovation
upon being presented with the award.
The award is presented annually to the
person in the industry who best represents
the values displayed by Clive Martella,
FTMA Board Member and Director of MB
Prefab Framing in Geelong: someone who
goes out of their way to help people and
businesses in the industry; who is honest
and committed to seeing the national
frame and truss industry innovate and
grow, and someone who has made a great
commitment to the industry.
We can’t think of a more worthy recipient.
Jim started working in Eugowra back in
1966 making frames and trusses for Hay
& Cheney, then started his own business,
Westruss in 1981 in Millthrope, NSW. Jim
was Multinail’s first Fabricator, and the
partnership with Multinail remains as strong
as ever today.
Jim was instrumental in the development
of Multinail’s early software, and also put
forward several ideas for frame and truss
machines that Multinail would go on to
develop for the industry as a whole.
Jim has been passionate about employing
local people, and has supported numerous
charities such as the Cancer Council

Relay for Life, the Orange Horse racing
community, The Ronald McDonald House
and The Orange City Football Club.
Like Multinail, Westruss is a generational
family business, and both companies hold
the same values: commitment to family,
valuing staff, excellence in service and
consistent, high quality products.
With locations in Sydney and in the
rural city of Orange, Central West NSW,
Westruss is one of the largest and
most successful truss and wall frame
manufacturers in NSW, employing over
70 staff. Westruss has a strong and
established market in the Sydney Metro
area and regional NSW.
We spoke to Jim about receiving the
award.
MN: How did you feel about winning the
award and receiving a standing ovation?
Jim: It was very humbling. Normally I
fly beneath the radar, I’m not the kind of
person who likes the lime light. It was very
special to be able to share the award with
my family on stage.
MN: Jordan was your second son
and worked as Multinail’s NSW
State Manager. He would have
been proud…

Jim: Yes, I was surrounded by my family
on stage, and Jordan is never far from our
thoughts. He would have been very proud
of this award.
MN: You’re semi-retired now, but still
head into Westruss most days. What
keeps you involved in the business after
all these years?
Jim: I enjoy the work and love the industry.
My family works in the business, so I like to
support them as well.
MN: You started Westruss in 1979 – what
has changed in the industry since then?
Jim: When I started, we didn’t have a
calculator, let alone a computer. The pace
of change today is incredible – I think
technology has been the biggest change in
the industry.
MN: When you think back over your
career, what are some of your favourite
moments?
Jim: It made me proud to win some large
projects like the Duntroon Army Camp and
the Hospital in Orange, which was
$1 million contract. I think we’d built a
strong reputation in the industry and being
trusted to manage these large projects
was the culmination of many years of hard
work.

From left to right:
Jim Cheney, Westruss,
Recipient of the 2019
Clive Martella Service
to Industry Award

Jim Cheney and three
generations

Malcolm, Linda, Jim,
Leon, Nikita, Pat
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Meet
Multinail’s
Engineering
Team!
Some smart minds amongst this lot! The
Multinail Engineering team brings over 75
years of combined engineering experience
to the table. Not only do they specialise
in anything to do with timber design but
they also get involved with many other
structural design projects including
concrete slab design, steel portal shed
design and site inspections.

Interview with
Jamie-Lee Davey

BELOW from left to right:

Subhash Subaaharan
One of Multinail’s brilliant software
developers – celebrating 20 years with Multinail.
Subhash has worked at Multinail in
software development. Currently
he’s our Software Team Leader
for the Cornerstone Editor module
looking after the engineering
design engine.
He’s a qualified structural engineer
and programmer who has
previously worked for CSIRO as a
research programmer.

Born in Sri Lanka, Subhash
emigrated to Australia 30 years
ago. Now an Australian citizen,
he’s married with 2 daughters.
Part of our gun software team,
Subhash is an all round lovely guy.
He’s very dedicated to Multinail,
and we’re very lucky to have him.
Thanks for your great work
Subhash!

LEFT: Peter Taylor congratulates Subhash Subaaharan on 20 years
as part of the Multinail family.

David Zhang, Victor Porchun, Matt Smith,
Vaimiti Rigal, Satya Shah, Fox Sui Kong.

Production Supervisor, Stamping
So you’re the second generation Davey
at Multinail?
I started with Multinail back in 2005 and
my mum started with Multinail back in
1996. So there’s been a Davey on the floor
for over 20 years. In a way Multinail has
become like a second home.
What do you like about your role?
I’ve grown into my role as production
supervisor for the Stamping division over
the last 10 years. It’s a hands on role and
I enjoy the variety it brings. I like being
a bit different and I appreciate that I’ve
been given the freedom to bring my own
personality to the role.
I’m very well supported by a great team
and enjoy interacting with members of
other divisions in Multinail.
What does a typical day look like?
Some of my duties include ensuring

16
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production requirements are met in a safe
manner, running a press line, jumping on
a forklift, first aid, fire warden duties and
everything in-between.
If you weren’t a Production Supervisor,
what would you be?
I’d love to be a tattoo artist, but a complete
lack of artistic ability has put that dream
out of reach …unless stick figures become
trendy. I’ve recently started learning to
weld and I’ve found that I really enjoy it,
so perhaps that would have been a path I
may have pursued.
When you can tear yourself away from
Multinail, what do you get up to?
In terms of interests outside of work, I like
being outdoors, keeping fit, love animals!!
I get away to see my family as much as
possible. I love jumping in the ute for a
scenic drive with the music turned up.
Seeing my favourite bands play live. I’m a
bit of a bookworm. Collector of tattoos
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The Multinail co
ntingent…
not sure about
the choice of fo
otwear boys!
Kersten
Gentle –
celebrates
record
attendance
and 10
years at

FTMA Conference Dinner, March 2019
What a great night, with the Multinail
contingent honouring the white theme
by dressing in togas! It was great to
catch up with everyone. Congratulations
to Kersten Gentle, who put together
a fantastic conference for a record
number of 220 attendees. Further
congratulations also to Jim Cheney,
our first Fabricator, who won the Clive
Martella Service to Industry Award.

Trent Bucholz is scheming something…

the helm

ith
Matt Sm
n
with Rya
and Tori
Mansell,
n
Pine Desig

Jim Cheney, Westruss
accepts his award

Damien Whit
nell,
Travis Tayl
or,
Joe Hackett
,
Complete
Frames

pirit
into the s
g
in
t
t
e
g
y
roo
Kevin Lab

Travis is ready
to defend his
choice of dress…
looked on by
Ashley Young,
Fortruss;
Stuart McBean,
Ross Glennie,
Aaron Hillman,

Wendy
Boyd a
nd
Stuart
M cBean
–
still
gettin
g
over se
eing
each ot
her
in toga
s

TrussCorp

as she
he water
t
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is
y
early
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Jen Dornan,
Wingham
Frames &
Trusses talk
s
to Suzanne
Bransgrove,
Families in
Transition

Bevan Line
s from Spi
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looking like
he’s alway
s
worn a to
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ng to Aaron
ss Glennie sayi
TrussCorp’s Ro
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Multinail Recovery
Cutting Show
Almost 90 Fabricators attended our Cutting Show.
We showcased the PieceMaker, Tornado and the
latest in saw technology

01.	Mike, Marty, Bevan, Tim, Brett, Alana
02. Mark discussing the power of the Snip M600
03. Trent T, Trent B and Peter W...first in the line up for coffee
04.	Marty, Bevan & Brett get ready for the show
05. Nothing like a big breakfast fry up the morning after!
06. Peter with Aussie & NZ Fabricators
07. Smokin'! The PieceMaker's cutting action on the big screen
08. Aaron, Phil, Dean
09. Ryan, Michael, Brett
10. Bill, Sharon, Julie, Noela, Peter
11. Mike greets Fred
12. Glen, Bob, Simon
13. Elizabeth, Phill
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first conference way back in 2009 having
5 companies setting up trade exhibits
on trestle tables and an attendance of
approximately 60 people. Every event,
has gradually increased in sponsors and
delegates but this one was, as stated
above, beyond anything I could have
expected, hence the reason we had to
cut off registrations.

As predicted the FTMA Australia
National Conference was a huge
success, thanks to the 220+

delegates who attended the
conference, ice-breaker and dinner.
This event was beyond my wildest
expectations and there is no way we
could have delivered the event,
keeping prices low providing such
a quality event without the support

of our generous sponsors, including:
Gold: MiTek, Multinail & Pryda
Silver: AB Phillips, Borg Manufacturing,
Meyer Timber, Tilling Timber, Timberlink
and Vekta Automation
Bronze: Daw Trading, AKD Softwood,
Choice Energy, CombiLift, Dindas
Australia, First Super, LP Building

Products, Hyne Timber, Hundegger,
Independent Hardware Group,
McCormack Hardwood Sales,
OneFortyOne Wood Products, Road
Pods, Simpson Strong-Tie, StoraEnso,
TuffPlans, Vida and Wesbeam
Conference: ForestWorks, TimberTrader
News and WoodSolutions.
This was FTMA’s 6th Conference, with the

The Trade exhibits are an important part
of the conference and FTMA opts for
networking hubs rather than full square
booths where companies can show
off more of their products. Let’s face
it, everyone knows what timber looks
like, and should know what each of the
sponsors sell. What is important from an
FTMA perspective is getting to network
with the sponsor representatives, as in
my opinion, relationships are the most
important asset for any business.
The change over the past ten years in
networking was also extremely evident
at this event with amazing comradery
between suppliers and fabricators.

No animosity, no division and no
competition which in my eyes is brilliant.

The feedback was overwhelming with
comments such as:
“Just letting you know we go to a lot of
conferences and exhibitions all over the
world. Yours was hands down the most
real one in regards to ‘doing it for the
people’ in the industry. Was refreshing to
see people having fun as well as getting
involved with business topics.”
Paul Harazim, Mass Products.
“Just wanted to reach out and say a big
thank you for the conference – a great
opportunity to understand more of the
issues and opportunities confronting a
key customer segment for AKD – timber
fabricators. The conference agenda
and interactions were a reminder to us of
the diverse and changing nature of your
membership.” Christine Briggs, AKD.
“Just a short note to tell what a fantastic
Conference you and your team put
together, I know it was an enormous job
and your Husband and Daughter do a
wonderful job supporting you and it is
lovely to see you work so well together.”
Philip Males, Riverstone Frame & Truss.

One of the things I love most about
this industry is no matter what size the
fabricator is, they are family owned
businesses and FTMA has worked hard
to ensure our Association is also an
extended family sharing the same
values with our members. It is therefore
always wonderful having my daughter
Nikita, who now works part time with
FTMA and my husband Scott who takes
annual leave to assist me at our National
Conferences. I couldn’t deliver the
conference and all the affiliated activities
without the support of Scott and Nikita,
whether it’s packing conference satchels,
looking after the conference registrations,
helping set up or simply telling me
to breathe and take it easy, they are
essential to ensuring the success of this
event.
I for one am pleased that we only hold

the conference every two years,
however, on the 23rd & 24th September
2020, FTMA New Zealand will be holding
their National Conference in Wellington
NZ and we hope some fabricators join
us on a tour of NZ plants and attend their
conference.
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We hope you like our new look MultiMail.
Have you checked out our LinkedIn page?
Very soon, we’re launching
our new website...
We would love your feedback.
Email:
wendy.boyd@multinail.com
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